Twix, the double mop system from VERMOP which has been proving itself for years, is now making a major entrance in 30 cm working width. With Twix 30 cm, floor cleaning becomes easy and simple – the compact, manoeuvrable holder glides over the floor and has no problem dealing with corners and niches. So you can clean all small and heavily-furnished areas, e.g. shops, WC facilities or kitchenettes easily and effortlessly. Combined with the wide selection of matching covers for the different floor coverings, the Twix 30 cm guarantees outstanding cleaning results.

With the double-sided Twix Mop 30 cm, you can clean surfaces of approx. 15 to 20 sqm. and achieve a surface coverage comparable to that of conventional flat mop system. Putting on and removing the Twix Mop involves no touching. The Twix Wringer 30 cm makes it possible to wring out the mop hygienically without skin contact and without removing the mop from the holder. At the point of maximum pressure (softpoint) the cover is automatically wrung out by the wringer while still on the holder, without pressure being applied to the wringer lever.

### Application area
- Small and heavily-furnished areas, e.g. shops, WC facilities, kitchenettes
- Stairs

### Customer Benefits
- Easy and effortless cleaning – even in heavily-furnished areas
- Putting on and removing the Twix Mop involves no touching
- With the Twix Wringer 30 cm the mop can be wrought out hygienically without skin contact

---

**Twix System 30 cm**

**Floor Cleaning System**

**Twix holder 30 cm**
- Article code 0033

**Twix Tronic 30 cm**
- Article code 4793

**Twix Classic 30 cm**
- Article code 4791

**Twix Antibak 30 cm**
- Article code 4790

**Twix Blue 30 cm**
- Article code 4794

**Twix White Magic 30 cm**
- Article code 4798

**Twix Double Brush 30 cm**
- Article code 4792

**Twix Ceran 30 cm**
- Article code 4795